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Abstract. Garbled circuits are a fundamental cryptographic primitive that allows two
or more parties to securely evaluate an arbitrary Boolean circuit without revealing any
information beyond the output using a constant number of communication rounds. Gar-
bled circuits have been introduced by Yao (FOCS’86) and generalized to the multi-party
setting by Beaver, Micali and Rogaway (STOC’90). Since then, several works have
improved their efficiency by providing different garbling schemes and several imple-
mentations exist. Starting with the seminal Fairplay compiler (USENIX Security’04),
several implementation frameworks decoupled the task of compiling the function to be
evaluated into a Boolean circuit from the engine that securely evaluates that circuit, e.g.,
using a secure two-party computation protocol based on garbled circuits. In this paper,
we show that this decoupling of circuit generation and evaluation allows a subtle attack
on several prominent garbling schemes. It occurs when violating the implicit assump-
tion on the circuit that gates have different input wires which is most often not explicitly
specified in the respective papers. The affected garbling schemes use separate calls to
a deterministic encryption function for the left and right input wire of a gate to derive
pseudo-random encryption pads that are XORed together. When a circuit contains a
gate where the left and right input wire are the same, these two per-wire encryption pads
cancel out and we demonstrate that this can result in a complete break of privacy. We
show how the vulnerable garbling schemes can be fixed easily.

Keywords. Secure multi-party computation, Garbled circuits, Garbling schemes, Cir-
cuits, Attack, Vulnerability.

1. Introduction

Secure Multi-Party Computation (MPC), also knows as Secure Function Evaluation
(SFE), enables two or more parties to jointly evaluate a function securely over their
private inputs. In 1986, Andrew Yao introduced Garbled Circuits (GCs) [39], the first
general technique for two-party SFE, which was later generalized to the multi-party set-
ting by Beaver-Micali-Rogaway (BMR) [2]. GCs allow to construct constant-round MPC
© The Author(s) 2023
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protocols and hence are well-suited for high latency network settings, where multi-round
protocols such as the Goldreich-Micali-Wigderson (GMW) protocol [12] are often less
efficient [37]. Research on GCs has been very active and many different constructions
have been proposed that improve the concrete communication and computation complex-
ities, e.g., Point-and-Permute [2], 3-Row Reduction [31], Free-XOR [18], Garbling via
AES [20], Fixed-key AES garbling [3], HalfGates [41], and Three-Halves Garbling [36].

Garbled circuits allow to securely evaluate a function that is represented as a Boolean
circuit, e.g., consisting of AND and XOR gates. Several frameworks have been built
to compile a high-level specification of the function to be evaluated securely (e.g., in
Verilog, ANSI-C, or a domain specific language) into a Boolean circuit that is then
evaluated using a GC engine. Some examples for such frameworks are Fairplay [28],
FairplayMP [5], TASTY [14], FastGC [15], VMCrypt [27], PAL [30], PCF [19], CBMC-
GC [11], TinyGarble [38], Frigate [29], and HyCC [8].

The basic idea of a GC is to assign to each wire wi of the circuit two random-looking
wire labels w̃0

i , w̃
1
i . The length of each of these labels is the computational security pa-

rameter κ (often set to κ = 128 in implementations) such that wire label w̃0
i corresponds

to plaintext value 0 and wire label w̃1
i corresponds to plaintext value 1. As the wire labels

look random, the evaluator (who obtains exactly one label per wire) learns no informa-
tion about the underlying plaintext value. For each gate in the circuit, a garbled table is
generated by encrypting for all 22 = 4 possible input combinations the corresponding
output label using the corresponding input labels. To not leak any information from the
position in the garbled table, its entries are permuted randomly. To preserve privacy, a
crucial property required for privacy of GCs is that given a combination of two input
labels only the corresponding output label can be decrypted from the garbled table.

Since garbling (and evaluation of the garbled circuit) requires calls to an encryption
function, this is a natural point for optimizations and several encryption functions have
been proposed and used in the literature (we give a summary in Sect. 3 and Table 1). In
this paper, we show an attack and fixes on garbling schemes that use separate calls to
a deterministic encryption function for the left and right input wire to derive per-wire
encryption pads that are XORed together. Our attack becomes particularly devastating
when Free-XOR garbling [18] is used, as in this case we reconstruct the global offset
R = w̃0 ⊕ w̃1 which allows to decrypt the entire GC.

2. Our Attack

In this section, we show our attack on garbling schemes that use separate calls to a
deterministic encryption function to derive per-wire encryption pads that are XORed
together. Later in Sect. 3, we show a set of existing constructions and summarize which
ones are affected by our attack.

For a gate in the garbled circuit, let w̃� be the left input wire label, w̃r the right input
wire label, and w̃o the output wire label. The GC encryption function with per-wire
encryption pads is defined as

E(w̃�, w̃r ; w̃o) = w̃o ⊕ F(w̃�; T ) ⊕ F(w̃r ; T ), (1)
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where F(k; T ) is a Pseudo-Random Function (PRF) with key k and tweak T , often
instantiated based on AES.@ The tweak T is set such that it is unique per gate and invo-
cation of the GC encryption function (for the 4 possible input wire label combinations),
so it is often set to the gate number concatenated with the position in the garbled table.
However, the affected works omit to mention (and implement) that the tweak must also
be different for the left and right call of the PRF, presumably because they make the
implicit assumption that the two input wires are different, i.e., � �= r , which however is
never specified in the paper.

Our main observation is that when the tweak is the same for the left and right invocation
of the PRF and the input wire labels are the same (� = r ), then the encryption pads cancel
out and leave both output wire labels unencrypted in the garbled table. Let w̃0 be the
wire label corresponding to plaintext bit 0 and w̃1 be the wire label corresponding to 1.
If the input wires for an AND gate are the same, then � = r and the garbled table looks
as follows (before the permutation of the entries):

E(w̃0
� , w̃

0
r ; w̃0

o) = w̃0
o ⊕ F(w̃0

r ; T00) ⊕ F(w̃0
r ; T00) = w̃0

o; (2)

E(w̃0
� , w̃

1
r ; w̃0

o) = w̃0
o ⊕ F(w̃0

r ; T01) ⊕ F(w̃1
r ; T01); (3)

E(w̃1
� , w̃

0
r ; w̃0

o) = w̃0
o ⊕ F(w̃1

r ; T10) ⊕ F(w̃0
r ; T10); (4)

E(w̃1
� , w̃

1
r ; w̃1

o) = w̃1
o ⊕ F(w̃1

r ; T11) ⊕ F(w̃1
r ; T11) = w̃1

o . (5)

Hence, the per-wire encryption pads cancel out for the first and last row of the truth
table and leak both output wire labels w̃0

o and w̃1
o . Note that the second and third garbled

table entries differ, because the tweaks T01 and T10 usually contain (or are explicitly
concatenated with) the position in the garbled table and hence are different.

2.1. Breaking GCs with Per-Wire Encryption Pads

The implications of our attack depend on the specific garbling scheme.
General Attack. When the input wires are equal (� = r ), the random pads cancel

out and the garbled table of the AND gate contains both wire labels unencrypted: the
zero output wire label w̃0

o (see Eq. (2)) and the one output wire label w̃1
o (see Eq. (5)).

Hence, the GC evaluator obtains both output wire labels and can evaluate the remaining
circuit following the AND gate not only for the output wire label corresponding to the
current evaluation, but also for the other wire label. Depending on the circuit, this can
leak crucial information as described next.

In the general attack, the evaluator obtains from the garbled AND gate with duplicate
input wires four candidates for potential wire labels (taking each entry in the garbled
table), two of which are the valid wire labels. He already knows one valid wire label
from the evaluation of the GC, so the other wire label can be one of the remaining three
candidates. Assume that the subsequent circuit contains a “normal” AND gate (i.e., with
two different input wires), where w.l.o.g. the evaluator knows one valid wire label w̃∗

�

from the evaluation of the GC, and three candidate wire labels w̃1
� , w̃

2
� , w̃

3
� for the left

input. He evaluates the garbled gate on the valid wire label and obtains a valid output wire
label w̃∗

o . Now, he evaluates the garbled gate for each of the candidate wire labels w̃i
�,
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i ∈ {1, 2, 3}. If the corresponding output wire label is equal to w̃∗
o , then w̃i

� is a valid
input wire label, the plaintext output is 0 (because an AND gate evaluates to 0 in three
cases), and the right plaintext input is 0 (because the AND gate evaluated to 0 for left
inputs 0 and 1). Otherwise, if all output wire labels are different to w̃∗

o , then the right
plaintext input must be 1. Hence, the evaluator has successfully decrypted the plaintext
value of the right input wire.
3-Row Reduction [31]. The idea of garbled 3-Row Reduction [31] is to fix one of

the four entries in the table to 0κ which then no longer needs to be sent to the evaluator.
Here, we can apply the general attack described above by setting the omitted entry to 0κ ,
as we explain in the following.

For a garbled 3-Row Reduction AND gate with duplicate input wires (� = r ), we have
two possible cases. In the first case, the first entry as in Eq. (2) (resp. the last entry as in
Eq. (5)) of the garbled table is fixed to 0κ , and therefore the actual wire label becomes all
zeros, namely w̃0

o = 0κ (resp. w̃1
o = 0κ ). The other wire label is contained unencrypted

in the last garbled table entry as in Eq. (5) (resp. the first garbled table entry as in Eq.
(2)). In the second case, the second entry as in Eq. (3) (resp. third entry as in Eq. (4))
of the garbled table is fixed to 0κ . In this case, the first entry (as in Eq. (2)) and the last
entry (as in Eq. (5)) of the garbled table contain the unencrypted wire labels w̃0

o and w̃1
o .

In both cases, the evaluator now has four candidate wire labels: three taken from the
three garbled table entries and the fourth being the all zeros wire label 0κ . Exactly two
out of these four candidates are valid wire labels, which successfully decrypt the two
output wire labels corresponding to the gate’s plaintext inputs (0, vr ) and (1, vr ), exactly
as in the general attack.
Free-XOR [18]. The idea of Free-XOR garbling [18] is that all wire labels are cor-

related with a global offset R that is supposed to remain hidden from the evaluator,
i.e., R=w̃0

i ⊕ w̃1
i for all wires i . This allows to securely evaluate XOR gates by XORing

the corresponding wire labels, and therefore requires no communication for XOR gates.
When Free-XOR garbling is used, our attack becomes devastating, since the garbled
table of the AND gate where both input wires are the same (�=r ) contains both w̃0

o
and w̃1

o , and the global offset R=w̃0 ⊕ w̃1 is leaked. Using this, the evaluator knows all
wire labels for all wires in the circuit and can evaluate it on arbitrary input combinations
from which substantial information about the other party’s inputs can be derived.

The attack works as follows: As for the general attack and the 3-Row Reduction [31]
described above, we obtain four candidate wire labels from an AND gate with duplicate
input wires. The evaluator already knows one valid wire label from the GC evaluation,
thus it can compute three candidate values for the global offset R, of which exactly one
is the correct one. The evaluator can now determine which of the candidate global offsets
is the correct one by evaluating any other AND gate (with two different input wires)
in the circuit for different combinations of input wire labels as follows: An AND gate
evalutes to 0 in three cases and to 1 in one case. Let R∗ be the candidate global offset
to check, and the evaluator knows the left input wire label w̃� and the right input wire
label w̃r . Now, he evaluates the AND gate for three combinations of input wire labels,
e.g., (w̃�, w̃r ), (w̃� ⊕ R∗, w̃r ), and (w̃�, w̃r ⊕ R∗). If at least two evaluations yield the
same output wire label (corresponding to plaintext value 0), then R∗ is the correct global
offset R.
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2.2. AND Gates with Duplicate Input Wires

Our attack assumes an AND gate where both input wires are the same (� = r ). As
AND(X, X) = X , this is a trivial identity gate which just outputs the input value. One
would assume that such a gate would not occur in practice. We give three examples
where such gates can occur naturally.
Circuits composed of NANDs only. In hardware synthesis, especially for ASICs, it

is common to represent the function as NAND gates only. Here, inverters are built as
NOT(X) = NAND(X, X). As our attack described in Sect. 2.1 for AND gates works
similarly for NAND gates, it immediately works for NAND-only functions that contain
at least one NOT gate.
Agreeing on the circuit to be evaluated. SFE protocols usually assume that both

parties “agree” on the circuit to be evaluated securely. When implementing this in prac-
tice, one party would suggest a circuit (or a high-level program from which the circuit is
compiled) and the other party would agree to jointly evaluate it, e.g., after having tested
its correctness for some inputs or inspecting the high-level program. If the party who
suggests which circuit to evaluate is the one that evaluates the GC, it could suggest a cir-
cuit where one gate has duplicate input wires and then apply our attack. Overall, it is not
enough for the other party to test that the circuit computes the intended function correctly.
Garbling with a hardware token [16]. The main bottleneck in protocols using GC is

sending the garbled circuit which has size linear in the number of AND gates in the circuit.
To circumvent this, the server can send to the client a hardware token (e.g., a smartcard)
that generates the GC on his behalf as proposed in [16]. If the token has constant memory
(independent of the size of the circuit), the client can send a description of the circuit
gate-by-gate to the token. The token locally derives the wire labels corresponding to the
gate’s wire indices, generates the garbled table, and sends it to the client. Note that this
does not work with garbling schemes such as 3-Row Reduction [31], HalfGates [41], or
Three-Halves Garbling [36], where the output wire label is a function of the input wire
labels. The protocol adds additional measures that at the end of the protocol allow the
server to verify that the client has given the “right” circuit to the token before the outputs
of the function can be decrypted (for this the token locally stores a hash of the circuit
description seen). Our attack can be applied to this token-based protocol as now the
client can simply give an AND gate with duplicate input wires and immediately decrypt
intermediate wires, hence circumventing the output decryption mechanism.

3. Affected Garbling Schemes

In this section, we list several prominent garbling schemes and denote if they are affected
by our attack presented in Sect. 2. For clarity, we are presenting the encryption function
constructions along the schemes using the notation from Sect. 2.
Two Parties. We summarize the garbling schemes in Table 1, where the permutation

bit (for Point-and-Permute, see [2]) of a wire label w̃ is denoted as p(w̃) and k is a fixed
(and public) symmetric key. As can be seen from Table 1, the encryption function of
several garbling schemes for the two-party setting are vulnerable to our attack [13,25,
28,31,33].

Interestingly, [4] explicitly states the requirement on circuits that gates must have
different input wires (� < r), so their construction Garble1 with a Dual-Key Cipher
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Table 1. Encryption functions in different garbled circuit constructions and whether the scheme is vulnerable
to our attack .

T : tweak, F : pseudo-random function, H : cryptographic hash function modeled as random oracle

(DKC) instantiated from a PRF is not affected by our attack. In fact, [4] mentions in
footnote 9 of their full version that [31] “cannot handle a wire being used twice as an
input to another gate”, which might refer to the weakness discovered in our work. This
construction is used in the formally verified secure two-party implementation of [1],
where the EasyCrypt code contains the restriction that input wires are different (� < r ),
but this is not mentioned in the paper [1].

We note that the most recent garbling schemes [36,41] are not vulnerable to our
attack as they go beyond encrypting single table entries. However, these schemes rely
on a non-standard circularity assumption [9], whereas today’s best garbling scheme
under standard assumptions [13] is affected by our attack.
Multiple Parties. In addition to the schemes in Table 1, Ben-Efraim et al. [6] described

an encryption function for multi-party garbling based on the approach of Beaver-Micali-
Rogaway (BMR) [2] using a double-key pseudo-random function as F2(w̃�, w̃r ; T ‖ j),
where j is the index of the party. Implementations of this can also be vulnerable to
our attack, e.g., if F2(w̃�, w̃r ; T ‖ j) = F(w̃�; T ‖ j) ⊕ F(w̃r ; T ‖ j) and the full
construction for N parties is

N
⊕

i=1

(F(w̃�; T ‖ j) ⊕ F(w̃r ; T ‖ j)) ⊕ w̃o .

A similar construction was presented in [7] before the authors described a different
construction using a key-homomorphic PRF. Later in their paper the authors wanted to
“ensure that the same PRF is not queried twice with the same input” (see Definition
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Table 2. MPC frameworks, their encryption function construction, and whether the framework is vulnerable
to our attack .

7 in [7]). However, as in the two-party garbling schemes, the technical details are not
explicitly presented and the encryption function remains vulnerable.

The focus in these works seems to be always on the case where two (or more) gates
share a common input wire, hence the encryption functions are designed to include some
gate identifier, i.e., the tweak T . We emphasize that this is not enough, since the same
gate can also have duplicate input wires.

4. Affected MPC Frameworks

In this section, we list several MPC frameworks and denote if they are vulnerable to our
attack presented in Sect. 2. We summarize the frameworks in Table 2 alongside with the
used encryption function construction (cf. Sect. 3), and if the framework is vulnerable.

Fairplay [28] uses an affected encryption function (see Table 1) and is vulnerable to
our attack. We note that their compiler replaces AND gates with duplicate input wires
with identity gates (similarly, the Frigate compiler [29] replaces them with a wire), so
such gates are not generated automatically. However, one can input a circuit containing
an AND gate with duplicate input wires into Fairplay’s GC evaluation engine making
our attack work (see Appendix A for details).

The most recent MPC frameworks such as TASTY [14], FastGC [15], VMCrypt [27],
ABY [10], TinyGarble [38], Obliv-C [40], and ObliVM [26] implement a more recent
encryption function for garbling and are not vulnerable to our attack.

5. Fixing Garbled Circuit with Per-Wire Encryption Pads

In this section, we give two countermeasures against our attack on Garbled Circuits
(GCs) with per-wire encryption pads and AND gates with duplicate input wires.

1. The first countermeasure is to implement a simple validity check to make sure that
the two input wires are indeed distinct, i.e., � �= r .

2. The second countermeasure is to modify the encryption function such that the
two PRFs are called on differing values even when both inputs are the same.
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Modern garbling schemes such as fixed-key AES garbling [3] already provide this
inherently. Otherwise, we can simply append a 0 to the left PRF call and a 1 to the
right PRF call. More specifically, we modify Eq. (1) into the following:

E(w̃�, w̃r ; w̃o) = w̃o ⊕ F(w̃�; T ‖ 0) ⊕ F(w̃r ; T ‖ 1) . (6)

So far, including the gate index in the tweak T ensured that PRF calls are unique
when the same wire is used as input to multiple AND gates. Moreover, including
the permutation bits (resp. position in the garbled table) ensured that the PRF calls
are unique for the four garbled table entries as the input wire labels are used to
encrypt multiple garbled table entries. By additionally including the left/right bit
as in Eq. (6), we ensure that also within one garbled table entry the PRF calls are
unique for the left and right input wire, even if this is the same wire.

Since most MPC frameworks decouple the task of compiling the function to be evaluated
into a Boolean circuit from the secure evaluation of the Boolean circuit, we recommend
to apply both countermeasures: The circuit compiler should check for all gates that the
two input wires are always distinct, independent of the selection of the underlying en-
cryption function (which could be even unknown at the compilation stage). Additionally,
the implementation of the GC generation and evaluation engine should ensure that the
protocol is secure even if a gate has duplicate input wires, e.g., by using the unaffected
encryption functions from Table 1, or by applying the first or second countermeasure
for the vulnerable schemes.

6. Related Work

Our work fits into a series of works that describe subtle issues in the area of garbling
schemes, including their usage in higher-level protocols, proving their security, and their
implementation.

In [3, §3 “An Insecurity in Prior Works” and Fig. 3], Bellare et al. present a very related
attack on garbling schemes with two independent PRF calls. They show that when using
Free-XOR [18], a circuit can be built s.t. the input wire labels of the two (different) input
wires to an AND gate are the same, and then the per-wire encryption pads cancel out
resulting in a break of privacy. This is exactly the same observation as ours, but more
general as it even works for circuits where no gate has duplicate input wires. In our
paper, we focus on the related issue when an AND gate has duplicate input wires which
also applies to garbling schemes without using Free-XOR, show that privacy breaks for
a large class of circuits, and survey the affected garbling schemes and implementations.

Kiraz and Schoenmakers [17] describe an attack on Garbled Circuit (GC)-based pro-
tocols with stronger security using the Cut-and-Choose technique as it was performed in
the initial work of Pinkas [32] and the implementation in Fairplay [28]. In these proto-
cols, multiple GCs are generated of which some are opened and checked for correctness.
The problem discovered by Kiraz and Schoenmakers stems from the way OTs are used
with which the evaluator obliviously obtains the wire labels corresponding to his inputs.
They show that classical OT is not enough and propose to use committing OT instead.
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The issues pointed out were resolved in subsequent Cut-and-Choose-based protocols
such as [22,24,25,33].

Choi et al. [9] show that not only a variant of correlation robustness (as claimed in [18]),
but also a form of circular security is required to prove security of the Free-XOR tech-
nique [18] using a weaker assumption than a random oracle.

Levi and Hazay [21] give side-channel attacks on implementations of GCs where all
wire labels are correlated due to the Free-XOR technique [18].

7. Conclusion

In this work, we presented an attack against garbling schemes that use deterministic
encryption functions to derive per-wire encryption pads for the left and right input wire
that are XORed together. The attack stems from the implicit, but oftentimes not explicitly
mentioned assumption that the input wires to an AND gates must be different. We showed
that our attack affects several prominent garbling schemes and can occur in practical
systems. We also showed how to easily and efficiently fix the vulnerable constructions
to prevent our attack.

In the future, we hope that our findings help to decouple or at least make explicit the
required properties about the circuit (or more general the function to be computed) which
is the interface between compilation and the underlying secure computation protocols.
This is important not only in papers with cryptographic constructions and proofs, but
especially in implementation frameworks and in languages and compilers that aim at
formally verified secure computation, e.g., [1,34,35].
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A Our Attack on Fairplay

In this section, we show hot to apply our attack on the Fairplay MPC framework [28]. We start with the original
circuit in Fig. 1a, where Alice is the attacker with two input wires and Bob has one input wire.
First, Alice turns the original circuit into the modified circuit shown in Fig. 1b, where the first input of Alice
goes into both inputs of the first AND gate. Note that both circuits compute the same function. Since the
compiler of Fairplay either removes or replaces the first AND gate with an identity gate, Alice must manually
modify the circuit description in Fairplay’s Secure Hardware Definition Language (SHDL). The corresponding
file Opt.circuit is given in List. 1.
The idea is that now the evaluator Alice gets both input wire labels for the final AND gate and can perform
our General Attack as explained in Sect. 2.1 from which she can determine the output value of the XOR gate.
This value reveals the input value of Bob, since Alice knows the other input value for the XOR circuit (and
the output value from the attack). In this example also the output value is revealed, since Alice now knows
both input values for the final AND gate.
A similar attack can be applied to more complex circuits in order to reveal Bob’s input values.

Listing 1. Modified circuit for our attack (see Fig. 1(b)) in Fairplay’s Secure Hardware Definition Language
(SHDL).

0 input / / output$input .bob$0
1 input / / output$input . alice [1]$0
2 input / / output$input . alice [0]$0
3 gate arity 2 table [ 0 0 0 1 ] inputs [ 2 2 ] / / duplicate input wires
4 gate arity 2 table [ 0 1 1 0 ] inputs [ 0 1 ]
5 output gate arity 2 table [ 0 0 0 1 ] inputs [ 4 3 ] / / output$output .bob$0

input.alice[0] input.alice[1] input.bob

output.bob

(a) Original circuit

input.alice[0] input.alice[1] input.bob

output.bob

(b) Modified circuit for our attack

Fig. 1. Example circuit .
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